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Project Overview

Our obvious problem is climate change, and how to transition the World to renewable energy, fast!
Well, from the inside out, of course!  As we change each individual, we will change our
surroundings.  It sounds very “Law of Attraction,” right?  It is.  The spiritual laws of the Universe
were designed for a reason.  Let’s utilize them for the future of our kids and grand kids.  We can
start with fitness centers, then bring solar/ fitness stations into our homes.  What if the future of
currency was energy?  This would be our step in the right direction.  Let’s harness the energy that
surrounds us and become one giant Earth Power Plant, with our individual bodies (along with our
renewables).  I wouldn’t even know how to configure these metrics.  They are on such a grand
scale, it becomes a no brainer.  If we work together, climate change will change for the better.
 Let’s continue to change climate, in a positive way.
 
Start date: ASAP

Objective / Goal

Our Hero X Health Station stems from the reality that we can change the World together. Imagine
having a fitness center that had machines storing energy produced by their members. From a
treadmill, to a stair master, elyptical, to a bike.  Spin class would charge the lithium ion batteries for
the evening classes.  So how would we distribute this energy from fitness machines to lithium ion
batteries?  We have our engineering team working on it as we speak.  It is possible.  The beauty of
the Hero X Health Station design, is solar already offsetting a majority of the daily consumption.  We
then bring into the picture, power station.  We also bring into the picture, having these devices in
our homes.  “Timmy, do your chores, and pay your share of the utility bill!  I want 45 minutes on the
treadmill, 3 days a week!”  Welcome to the future of energy currency.  Let’s open our minds to a
collective way to change our beautiful Planet, as one.  The only critical issue I see, will be solved by
face recognition, retna scans and fingerprinting.  This will collect individual data for each member
connecting phone apps to machines via bluetooth.  This will also keep the transition transparent,
with no cheaters.  The data will create the currency/ renewable energy credits.  Scaling the project
would start at self sustainable workout machines, then open the doors for increasing ROI on existing
solar/ battery installs.  Spin Class will become a money maker in every way!  The best part is we
can utilize the equipment we have already manufactured, neutralizing carbon emissions, if not
reducing it.

Testing Facilities will be needed to scale project.

We got this! 
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